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boosts your productivity
LURES YOU TO RELAX

welcome home
”Upp o hoppa”, is swedish and translets
bluntly something like ”get up and jump”.
Actually the meaning is more like ”OK let’s
get this going”.
We wish that you would feel the same way
about our UppoHoppa, to let something new
start in your home.
Always present, the desk is the all round
answer to many small questions in your

home. Anytime you speak or think the
where-shall-I-put phrase, it’s there for you.
Perfect as a side table, gets you on your feet
when you want to work standing up, holds
your cookbook and offers you a desk when
you need to put your glass down. And don’t
even get us started on the ergonomic
benefits...
UppoHoppa is home.

work from home
The wizard that turns any table into an
excellent laptop desk.
40 different heights to choose from the
UppoHoppa will find a level that is perfect
for you.
In two seconds you can change the desk
from low to high position and back. Ones
you tried it, you will be sertain, with only
one doubt: ”Should I have bought two?”

UppoHoppa is fully recyclabe
as it is made from untreated
birch plywood

away from home
Bring a piece of home with you whereever
you go. UppoHoppa travels easily in its carry
box. It is light and handy to bring anywhere.

You probably already spent a lot of money
on a nice computer, to get that job done
properly?

The benefits of your desk never disappears
but work just as well on your travels. Bring it
to your cottage, hotel room, trips to
whereever life takes you.

Maybe you’re worth having less neck pains
from working on that fine computer of yours?
This adjustable desk might fix just that. Get
up and move a little - Upp o hoppa!

UppoHoppa is the link to a better working
experience on your lap top.

The desk does not steal your space,
on the countrary, it is a little miracle
how much it gives without taking.

Non less than 40 different levels to
choose from guarantees you an
ergonomical working position.

feel at home
All work and no play? UppoHoppa is
not all about constantly delivering, or all
about lazy days, snoozing of in your
couch.
Life is about flexibility. Full of change.
Moments come and go, and we adjust.
Uppohoppa adjusts with you.
Boosts your productivity. Lures you to
relax. Just like life.

silent home maker
If you leave your UppoHoppa alone for
awhile, it will soon find a purpose. The
adjustable desk level is welcomes all
kinds of creative ideas.
The surfaces of the stand are ”Naturel”
to achieve a warm wooden surface.
Would you like to give your Uppohoppa
a touch of personality it is OK to paint,
varnish or wax it. Reveal your own style!

home party
”I need a hand with the food!”
Well, the UppoHoppa is there too. No matter
if it is work, hobbies or party, there is always
a task that the adjustable shelf can help you
with.
The time before and after UppoHoppa, might
be true. Anyway the stand works in many
ways - making you productive, helping you
to relax and activating you.

home?
Do you think that an UppoHoppa would
find a purpose in your home? You are
welcome to contact us. If you would like to
see more pics, visit: www.uppohoppa.com
or check out Facebook and Instagram.
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